
 

 

AGM 2020 – Q and A 

Shareholder 1 
 
Dear Alan and the SGF Board 
  
First of all, I would like to express our thanks to the SGF Staff who kept the SGF Estate running, clean and 
tidy and with beautiful gardens throughout the lockdown and entire time since this pandemic started! It has 
been a fantastic effort on all of their behalf and we really do appreciate them. 
  
My questions for the AGM: 
 

1. Revitalisation Consultation – with the consultation period having been completed I would have 
expected that the questions, answers and outcomes would have been a discussion point for the 
AGM. When will the questions and answers be shared and what form will a Shareholders discussion 
take? 
 
The unique nature of the AGM means that it is not possible to have any debate on any matter. 
Leaseholders have been consulted over the proposals. The Board is grateful for the many responses 
from shareholders and will analyse them at its strategy session in early November. After that, the 
next step is to share the comments and observations made and ask for any further comments and 
observations from shareholders. It is hoped to do this by the middle of November. 
 

2. Revitalisation Costs – I have grave concerns about spending such large amounts of money and 
reserves in the current climate of coronavirus, uncertainty of personal income and the recent 
performance of SGF2, how do you respond to this concern? 
 
The Board are confident that there are sufficient funds available to undertake the works over the 
course of several years. However, it must be noted that the current public health emergency is a 
consideration and the Board will review reserve funding accordingly. 
 

3. Directional Signage – if this has been approved, will there be 3 proposals, and will there be 
shareholder/resident involvement in the form of a discussion and decision panel? 
 
The Board have asked several companies to tender for the work and there is a desire to see different 
options. It is envisaged to consult widely on the proposals, but no firm decision has been taken as 
to how this might take place but certainly want to everyone to have an opportunity to review them 
and have a say. 
 

4. Finances – in the presentation there is a statement saying “expenditure lower due to reduced estate 
improvement works offset by increased administration costs”. Please can you elaborate on the 
increased admin costs given that they were specifically mentioned? 
 
Overall, SGF Ltd made a small loss. Although there were less estate improvement costs contributed 
from this account there was increased cost contributed to the running of the estate office. Doing 
this means there is a nil corporation tax liability to HMRC. The benefit is that the service charge 
account is kept lower. 

 
 
 



 

5. AGM – This question is as a result of personal recent experience and wanting to fore-arm you… As 
no questions will be allowed at the AGM Zoom call, I understand this is a somewhat unique situation 
and moderation of such calls can be complex. What if someone has a question as a result of reading 
the answers to someone else’s questions/answers or wants to raise AOB? 
 
It is hoped that having this question and answer process will solve any issues or questions 
shareholders have. If there are any further questions raised as a result of these answers the Board 
would be delighted to answer any follow up questions and share those answers widely also. 
 
However, the Board want to highlight that time is set aside at each Board meeting to consider 
shareholders correspondence and reply to matters raised. Hopefully, if a shareholder has an AOB 
question they can raise it ahead of the meeting and the Chairman will attempt to deal with it. 
Alternatively, the Board can correspond after the meeting also and append it to the minutes. 
 

Finally, on a personal note, I would like to express our sincere thanks to you, Alan, for the many years you 
have given to SGF as a Board Member and later the Chairman. SGF continues to be a fantastic place to live 
with a wonderful community and your contribution to keeping it all going is hugely appreciated! 
  
With best wishes and thanks for answers to our questions. 
 
Shareholder 2 
 
Dear Members of the Board, 
In reviewing the financials of SGF and SGF2 I noted that the Auditor’s remuneration for non-audit work 
increased from £3,990 in 2018 to £9,526 in 2019 (across both companies). 
 
I may have missed a comment about this cost in the auditor’s report or in another document, but could you 
please provide insight to the nature of the cost and the reason for the substantial year over year increase? 
 
The charges for non-audit work will vary year on year depending on what arises.  That said, there is regular 
work done throughout the year, such as the bank reconciliations, which falls into the non-audit 
category.  One can expect to see variations year on year.  However, as highlighted, the variation between 
2018 and 2019 is significant. 
 
The main extra work undertaken in 2019 relates to the ARLA client money certification for St George’s Fields 
(No.2) Ltd, required to ensure that the estate agency complies with client money protection regulations that 
govern its activities. Some of the work was a catch up for an under provision from 2018, but much of the 
increase relates to the certification for the year to 31st December 2018 (carried out and charged in 
2019).  The fees for doing this work were £4,100.   
 
  



 

Shareholder 3 

For Ms. Orla Jackson: 

On the SGF WhatsApp Group, Ms. Jackson has frequently expressed her hostility towards the Office 
Management Team, and yet commends them in her written manifesto.  The two positions are 
irreconcilable.   What are her true feelings regarding The Office?  If the former, it would surely prove difficult 
for her to make a positive contribution to the Board of Directors.  The 'baggage' of her criticisms would 
clearly militate against objectivity insofar as The Office Management is concerned. 
 
At the same time, Ms. Jackson appears to be close to a resident whose relentless vendetta against the 
Estate Manager has proved divisive for too many years.  Given this, can Ms. Jackson assure me that she 
will recuse herself, if, and when, issues regarding this resident are raised at Board Meetings? 
 
Dear Shareholder, 
 
I am sorry you read my comments on the SGF WhatsApp group as hostile towards the Office Management 
Team. As expressed in my candidate information request form, I feel there is a strong day to day 
management team. Prior to my application, I carefully considered what the role of non-executive director 
involves and am aware that in the past when board members did not communicate well and support the 
office, the outcome was that SGF was badly managed and this, of course, is to be avoided at all costs. 
 
My true feeling is that, overall, the current office is commendable. Equally, I would like to highlight that I am 
not fearful of expressing my viewpoint and feel this should be viewed as a positive contribution and asset 
to SGF. Do please feel free to make me aware of what you feel the possible ‘baggage’ is that I could 
potentially bring to the Board of Directors. 
 
You expressed concern about my appearance of being ‘close to a resident whose relentless vendetta 
against the Estate Manager has proved divisive for too many years’. I am friendly and socialise with a 
number of my neighbours in SGF and do not appreciate the implication that the nature of my relationship 
with any of my neighbours is greater than friendship. Our community will not benefit from ill will between 
residents, the management team or the board and I do not condone any offensive behaviour towards 
anyone.  I recognise any large organisation or community such as ours will have differences in opinion and 
challenges to overcome with respect for one another whether these differences and challenges are real or 
imagined.  I wish to underline that I value Gareth Targett, the Estate Manager and I would do my best to 
always work towards balance and fairness for all residents in our lovely multigenerational unique estate. 
 
Whether or not I am successful in my application to the Board I would like to extend the offer that I am 
happy to meet in person the shareholder who holds such concerns about me. 
 
Orla Jackson 
  



 

Shareholder 4 
 
Major Expenses 
SGF have owned three flats since we went private in the early 1980s.   The original cost is on the books as 
approximately £70,000 with the book value now being £2,215,000.  The idea then was to be able to liquidate 
one or more when major works were required to save raising the service charges higher than general 
maintenance required.   
 
And now more major expense is anticipated.  Surely, we should consider selling one flat now after owning 
it for almost 40 years or use it as collateral against a loan with interest rates being unusually low.  Those 
of us who have been here for a very long time should benefit from holding these assets for so long.  Those 
who have recently become shareholders will appreciate the benefit accruing to them. 
 
Should we make use of one of our assets held for years in order to ease the cost of major expenses going 
forward? 
 
SGF have until recently had the strategy of being property owners and held the view you can only sell a 
property once. The Board are reviewing this policy, however.  
 
A consideration in this review of the policy is that selling any of the properties will incur a substantial 
amount of corporation tax on any profit that is made on the increase in value over the initial acquisition 
cost. 
 
Revaluation 
Can you please remind shareholders again as to why the properties were revalued downwards in 2018 and 
have since been revalued upwards by a small amount 2019? 
 
Property prices go up and down over time and for current accounting practices the value must be reflected 
as of the date of the account.  
 
Service Charges 
2019 charges were raised 8.5% when CPI rates were around 2.5% at end 2018 when a decision would have 
been made.  2020 charges were raised 3.9% when CPI was around 2.3% year to September 2019.  Year to 
date (September 2020) CPI is hovering around 1%. 
 
Since everything stopped during lockdown, I would imagine that not all the money budgeted for 2020 has 
been spent and now would be a good time to leave service charges unchanged for the next year.  This has 
been done in the past and was welcomed at the time. 
 
Can we use monies that should have been spent in 2020 and were not due to the lockdown that took place 
to leave the service charges for 2021 at the same level as 2020? 
 
The Board is currently finalising the service charge budget for 2021 and is taking account of small savings 
in costs during lockdown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Budget 2020 
Query on the following budget expenses: 
 
Administration 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Budget £100,00 £103,000 £108,000 £120,000 

 
Why the big jump in costs when the current economic situation is dire? 
 
The budget for 2020 was prepared in Nov 2019 before the current public health emergency. There was a 
plan, communicated with the budget papers, to have an up to date property software system purchased. 
Although a later decision not to purchase this system was made. 
 
Gardening 

Budget £107,000 £105,000 £106,000 £107,000 
Actual  £90,006 £86,388  

 
Why is the budget even higher this year when for the last two years we have over budgeted? 
 
Are we planning on spending an extra £20,000 on a mature garden?  Should we look again at having in-
house gardeners when the current contract runs out?  How much profit are they making from SGF that we 
might be able to retain? 
 
 
There are many issues that may crop up from time to time and it is prudent to budget a sensible amount in 
all budget lines including gardens. This policy means that there is not the need to go back to shareholders 
to ask for a further contribution to that years’ service charge and collect these sums in the next financial 
year. 
 
Cleaning 

 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Budget £99,000 £101,000 £102,000 £106,000 
Actual  £96,825 £105,031  

 
The higher expense seems to be due to employment costs.   
 
In the past the gardening costs have been substantially less than our cleaning costs.  
 
Are we spending too much on the gardens, lovely though they are? 
 
The Board do not consider that too much is being spent on the gardens. It has been pointed out to the Board 
before that the gardens are SGF’s greatest asset and there has in the past been a lack of investment.  

 
Every 3 years the contract for the maintenance of the gardens goes through a robust tender process. 
Shareholders are given the opportunity at that stage to make comments and observations on this. Tenders 
are then scrutinised on a cost and quality basis with the best quality tender and most cost-effective 
gardeners awarded the contract. 
 
 



 

Directors’ Fees 
There is a proposal to raise the Directors’ Fees. We are in an unprecedented period when many people are 
losing their jobs, companies are going bankrupt and the economy is more than struggling.  I believe that 
the directors’ fees should not be raised at this time.  They were held level at the AGM in 2016 so it is not an 
unusual step to take. 
 
Should we retain the current level of the Directors’ Fees going forward until the economy has settled? 
 
The overall Directors’ fees are paid from the Ltd Company rather that the service charge account and are 
shared between 6 directors meaning on average each receives circa £3,500. The increase in fees proposed 
is tiny in relation to the overall budget. Ultimately, shareholders can if they want to, vote against this motion 
at the AGM and if a majority is against the increase then they will not be increased. 
 
Reserves 
In 2018 we budgeted for £200,000 to go into the Reserve Account. In fact, the amount was £235,541.   
In 2019, £250,000 was budgeted and £284,941 was transferred.   
 
I don’t remember but was it agreed at an AGM that the reserves should increase by £50,000 from the 
£200,000 that we had been collecting?  And now I see that the budget for 2020 was actually £255,000 to 
be put into reserves. 
 
I think that the reserves budget for each year should reflect the fact that we have added additional monies 
and therefore lower the reserve budget for the coming year.  Our budgets should reflect what we think the 
actual costs should be and unspent monies returned or retained but should benefit the shareholders. If we 
agree £200,000/£250,000 in reserves every year, I don’t think we should use over budgeted money to plump 
up reserves even more. 
 
Should we use over-budgeted monies to add to that amount that we had already agreed or should it be 
returned to the shareholders by way of a reduced call for the coming year.   If we agreed £200,000 (now it 
seems £255,000) then that is what it should be. 
 
The Board look to collect what is sent out in the budget papers for the reserves with a long-term view over 
major works. The Board then also consider what the reserve fund needs to be to match the projected cost 
of these works in line with the Asset Management Review. In 2019 circa £750,000 was expended for the 
essential renewal of the Low Voltage Electrical Supply and so, there is a need to restore the reserves in order 
that we can match the expected works over the next few years as set out in the Asset Management Review. 

 
Every year Management send out the service charge statements with an analysis of where budget lines 
were under (or over) spent and the reasons why. If expenditure is contained within the sums budgeted is a 
good thing and shows prudent management of shareholders monies. 
  



 

Shareholder 5 
“Rejuvenation Project”, Necessary Repairs, and Legal Rights 

Can we please be told more about the shareholders’ responses to the “Rejuvenation Project Consultation” 
and the planned outcome?  Especially as one shareholder told me that a Board Member had said some 4 
weeks ago, even before all comments were in, not to bother to submit any more objections to this cosmetic 
expense because the whole matter was to be dropped? 
And why have not actually needy areas, notably the very-badly-weathered Archery Steps 5th floor doors, 
been designated for urgent beautifying attention? Also, why cannot the whole roadway be improved, 
tarmacked smoothly and uniformly, instead of just the under-tunnel areas? 
And since the replacement doors on 5th floor Hanover Steps are controversial, both in appearance and 
structure, and were refused by some owner shareholders, will it be legal for any shareholder to refuse such 
a substandard replacement to their individual flat in the future?   
Will legal action be taken against shareholders who add their own knockers, specialist locks, handles, 
religious decorations, etc.? 
 
The Board have stated that the comments and observations of all shareholders received during the 
consultation will be shared as part of the next part of the consultation. This remains the case. 
 
The remainder roadway surface had not been part of the consultation but may be part of an improvement 
plan at some later date and this can be considered then. 
 
As the consultation has not concluded it is too early to discuss legal ramifications about door furniture. 
SGF have not nor would not put in sub-standard doors. 
 
Structural Failings 

How many flats have experienced water egress from an above flat due to structural pipe and/or concrete 
failure in the past year, and how many more than the previous year, and is the number alarmingly 
increasing?   
How significant are the consequent insurance and repair costs, let alone the discomfort to residents?  And 
should SGF be doing more inspections and preventative measures in this regard? 
 
Specifically, 1 flat last year had a drainpipe replaced and 2 this year so far. This would not seem to be an 
alarming increase. As ever, where there is a report of a leak, Management attend to attempt to identify the 
source of the leak which could be from a variety of different sources; a deterioration of the asphalt surface, 
flower box issues and/or poorly installed double glazing over the years are just a few of the most common 
types of faults that occur. Concrete is a porous material and where rainwater gets beyond the external 
waterproofing measures leaks may occur from one flat’s balcony into another. 
 
The repairs budget has sums set aside specifically for these works and costs are contained within these 
budget lines. Insurance is there for leaseholders to make a claim should they wish, or, in the alternative they 
can take the opportunity of a free ‘decoration touch up’ of any water stained or affected areas. Taking this 
option would assist with keeping claims lower. The Board review the claims history when the insurance is 
renewed and there has not been an alarming spike of claims in this regard.   
 
Given the location of these pipes as buried within the concrete it is not possible to undertake a preventative 
visual inspection. 
 
 
 
 



 

East of Archery Steps Project and More Flowers 

Why has not the East of Archery Steps project with a planned expenditure of £35,000 and a total 
relandscaping, along with the loss of access for residents’ garden recycling waste, been more widely 
consulted amongst shareholders?  
 
The obligation to consult with leaseholders is for sums expended where works cost over circa £68,000. The 
Board asked a committee of interested shareholders to work with the Garden Contractor and directors to 
recommend a plan.  The vast majority of committee members agreed the final plan and the Board have 
approved the budget.   
 
And why was the sum for SGF “new planting” last year reduced by £7,000, as per the accounts, so that we 
had no new flowers from July 2019 all through autumn, as is happening again this summer and autumn 
despite other public spaces finding plenty of colourful supplies?  Even though the Garden Committee 
repeatedly asks for more colour, and any small flower displays, even 2 weeks of Hydrangeas, always get 
praising comments passed to Gareth?  Gareth’s letter to me in this regard says it is for the Garden 
Committee to decide, but they have asked and it seems to be left to Gareth to authorise the request and 
expense with the Garden Contractor, so what is the difficulty?  (With the previous Garden Contractors, 
especially the containers in front of the office, but also many other areas, were planted with colourful roses, 
geraniums and lots of cascading summer blooms.) 
 
Where the garden committee have suggested flowers, they have been ordered and planted. If the 
leaseholder has information to the contrary, then please supply it to Management and they will rectify. 
 
Shareholder 6 
 
Hello Alan, 
 
Firstly, thank you very much for your term as director, working on our behalf here at St George's making it 
such a lovely place. 
 
I have 3 queries: 
 
1. I read in the news that the regulations about cladding have been updated EWS1, and now apply to 

buildings of any height.  I wondered if the wooden panelling on the balcony flats now falls into the 

category of needing certification. 

2. A recent newsletter made a mention of squirrels, they seem to have been particularly prevalent this year.  

3. I would be interested in an update on plans for electric vehicle charging points. 

Thank you for the questions for the AGM, and your kind words. In reply following your numbering: 
1. Currently we are organising certification for the EWS1 form. We have an interim report from the Chartered 

Engineer of the Institute of Fire Engineers who has assessed  the timber cladding and some other areas 

of the estate as having ‘limited combustibility’ and therefore safe for mortgage lenders to lend on. We 

anticipate that the certification will formally be complete middle of October. 

2. Yes, they have been particularly abundant this year and the Board agreed to a week’s long riddance 

programme in an effort to keep the numbers down. 

3. It is anticipated that some charging point for EV’s will be installed early 2021. 


